A Quick Repair Approach to Damaged Roads in West Malaysia.
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ABSTRACT:

Truck overloading is the main cause of road damages in this region. Overloading is rampant; with 90% of the trucks plying our roads being overloaded to two (2) times or more, than the permissible loads. As a matter of fact, our roads get damaged faster than we can ever repair them; ever mindful of the relation between road damages (by overloaded vehicle axles) to the legal and permissible vehicle axle loads is to the power of four. Besides overloading, the bearing capacities in the sub-grade/road foundation build in soft grounds deteriorates with changes in moisture content, especially in peat swamps environments, coastal marine clays and even on high grounds with sedimentary pockets of fines of high organic content, silt and kaolin clays. With commercial exploit by truckers to overload zealously on the one hand, and a deterioration of sub-grade due to changes in water table/moisture content as a result of climate change, ferocious land clearing for development and flash floods, the road structure is subjected to enormous fatigue stresses, resulting in extensive pavement cracking. Aggravating the damage further is the subsequent and incessant rainfall infiltration into the road base and sub-grade below, thus reducing the road life span to immediate major road maintenance within the first three (3) years of operation. This paper illustrates a quick road repair technique of strengthening damaged road structure by in-situ recycling with chemical binders, creating a bound, semi-rigid ‘floating’ raft in soft ground environments; delivering quality pavements, eliminating bumpy rides due to undulating profiles along longitudinal road profiles, even under long-term constant soaking conditions. It is green, costs effective, environmental friendly, and with proven performance and durability for the past 20 years. Four (4) highly successful and completed major road repairs in the Public Works Department, Perak, Malaysia are hereby tabled.
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INTRODUCTION

In order to build good roads, we need a good foundation/sub-grade to build on. The best way to build is to avoid areas with soft grounds. Hence, it is very difficult and almost impossible to build good roads in soft grounds such as

1. In the coastal marine clays
2. In peat swamps
3. In reclaimed land along shore lines
4. In pond fillings
5. In rice granaries where flooding for planting is common place
6. And even on cut grounds that are lined with sedimentary deposits of fine clay/silt.

Roads that are built in soft grounds, which are under constant soaking conditions, deteriorate very fast due to loss in bearing capacities in the sub-grade. Coupled with the uncontrolled overloading of trucks plying on such roads, yearly road maintenance is not only a very costly affair, the safety and comfort ride of road user is severely compromised.

Roads under constant soaking conditions
Flooding is common place in the granaries
Loss in bearing capacities
With moisture content changes
Under-ground streams beneath the road base
**INTRODUCTION**

Peat Swamp Environment

‘Koalin’ clay formation

2 m over burden as temporary access

Vertical deformation in cut ground

Crocodile cracks

Soil subsidence and lateral movements

Permanent rutting

V-shape cracks due to horizontal tensile strain
INTRODUCTION

Ground treatment using vertical drains/overburden surcharge, the removal and replacement with compacted suitable materials, grouting, geo-synthetics reinforcements has been employed but with limited success. Pavement cracking under heavily laden trucks, regular pot-holes patching, bumpy rides, and costly vehicle wear and tear are common with such road building techniques.

A **quick repair approach** for damaged roads in soft grounds using cold in-situ chemical soil stabilization re-cycling process is used successfully in Perak PWD, Malaysia. The damaged road surface is ‘milled’ so as to expose the underlying road base material to be strengthened. Spreading (2%-3% dosage) of a polymer modified cementitious chemical binder in powder form unto the exposed road base and using a stabilizing machine to mix the chemical admixture homogenously into the road base, and compact to 95% maximum dry density. A **300 mm thick stabilized road base** is immediately protected (within one day) with a layer of asphaltic concrete binder course, and the road opened to traffic. **Production achievable** is 1 km x 3.5m width lane per day per stabilizer machine. There is no disruption to on-going traffic on busy roads during construction, with one lane closed for construction, and contra traffic flow on the open lane. Traffic management, safety cones and sign boards to caution public road users were deployed. The 7-day in-situ California Bearing Ratio testing achievable is 80% <CBR < 250%.
INTRODUCTION

The purpose of chemical soil stabilization is to add and mix chemical admixtures homogenously into the soil to bind up the fines into ‘granular’ so as to improve and maintain its material strength/bearing capacities, even under long term soaking conditions.

And by applying compaction onto the formation and transforming it into a layer of bound, semi-rigid platform or raft, ‘floating’ over underlying soft grounds.

A layer of bound, semi-rigid road base (platform) over eroded embankment
CASE STUDY No 1: Jalan Alor Pongsu, Kerian, Perak, Malaysia

This is a newly completed road in December, 2012 measuring 7km (L) x 8m (W) with over-laden trucks carrying earth and aggregates from Bukit Merah to nearby construction sites. One lane is closed for construction, while contra traffic flow is channeled into the other lane with no disruption to on-going traffic flow. The construction process involved 1. Milling off existing damaged road tarmac to expose underlying crusher run road base. 2. Spread and mix chemical binders homogeneous into existing 300 mm thick road base to be strengthened. 3. Compact and grade to finish levels. 4. Lay a layer of asphaltic binder course and open road to traffic.

Despite the immense traffic plying this road (ADT: 70 truck trips per hour one way), road base strengthening/stabilization works was completed in two (2) working days for 650mL x 8mW (Phase I - July 2013) and also in two (2) working days for 600mL x 8mW (Phase II - June 2014).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Existing road conditions</th>
<th>Milling off road tarmac on day (1)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Contra traffic flow during construction</td>
<td>Soil stabilization on day (2) and day (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Binder course on day (4)</td>
<td>7d-CBR: 176%, 175%, 183%, 217%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CASE STUDY No 2: Jalan Trans Perak, Perak, Malaysia

The road was built in the 80’s and up-graded and widened in the 90’s. The road is located in the granaries, with constant flooding for rice cultivation. Differential settlement occurred between ‘old and new’ road sections, and the road is undulating along the longitudinal profile due to soil subsidence as a result of high traffic volume of heavy laden trucks plying their trades carrying grains and oil palm produce. Road base strengthening in the ‘new’ road section was completed in two (2) working days in November 2013 (Phase I - 1200mL x 4.5mW) and also in two (2) working days in June 2014 (Phase II - 2200mL x 3.5mW), by recycling the exposed underlying 300 mm thick crusher run.
CASE STUDY No 3: Jalan Sungai Tiang (A123), Teluk Intan, Perak, Malaysia

Due to climate change and rising tidal levels, the road formation is located below the sea level; and water is stagnant in the roadside drains all year round. A new layer of 300 mm thick crusher run was placed on top of the damaged road over stretch of road measuring 400mL x 8mW. Road base strengthening was completed on two (2) working days on 21st and 22nd December 2012.

CASE STUDY No 4: Jalan Tanjong Piandang, (A104), Parit Buntar, Perak, Malaysia

This is a busy road located in the granaries, with irrigation canals running on each side. Road base strengthening on 300 mm thick crusher run was carried out over a stretch of road measuring 400mL x 8mW, and completed in November 2012, with no disruption to traffic during construction.
QA/QC PROCEDURES

Due consideration on the following elements

1) Preparations
   Properties of in-situ/imported materials to be stabilized
   Chemical stabilizing agents to be used

2) Construction
   Spreading quality  ◆ In-situ moisture control
   Mixing depths and widths  ◆ Compaction Controls

3) Finishing
   Level controls  ◆ Surface finishing tolerances

4) Technical Results
   UCS, CBR, Resilient Modulus and etc

Spreading Rate Check
Preparation of Specimens

UCS Test
CBR Test

Nuclear Density Test
Resilient Modulus Test
CONCLUSIONS

A quick repair approach on damaged roads has been successfully implemented in Public Works department, Perak, Malaysia.

1. The underlying road base materials in a damaged road can be re-cycled, re-use and strengthened with chemical soil stabilization, thus reducing construction waste.
2. The fine materials within the road base structure is bind up into ‘granular’, and with compaction, the bearing capacities is improved and maintained, even under long term soaking conditions.
3. Differential settlement due to soil subsidence, as well as rutting along wheel paths, can be eliminated, by way of a bound, semi-rigid raft ‘floating’ over soft grounds, thereby eliminating public complaints on bumpy rides, and vehicles wear and tear.
4. Using soil stabilizer machines, 1km x 3.5m width lane per day can be strengthened.
5. With one lane closed for construction works, no-disruption to the on-going heavy traffic is managed via contra traffic flow on the open lane under utmost traffic management.
6. The road is opened to traffic immediately upon completion of soil stabilization works.
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